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Abstract
Quantum and Classical Transport of 2D Electrons in
the Presence of Long and Short Range Disorder
by Jesse Kanter
Thesis Advisor: Sergey Vitkalov
This work focuses on the study of electron transport of 2-D electron gas systems in
relation to both fundamental properties of the systems such as disorder and scattering
mechanisms, as well as unique magnetoresistance (MR) effects. A large portion of the
discussion is built around the use of an in plane magnetic field to vary the ratio between
the Zeeman energy between electrons of different spins and the Landau level spacing,
creating a tool to control the quantization of the density of states (DOS).
This tool is first used to isolate Quantum Positive Magnetoresistance (QPMR), which
grants insight to the level of long range disorder in a system by exposing the quantum
scattering rate τ−1q . Analysis of τ−1q reveals the presence of both long and short range
disorder present in our sample. It is shown that electron-electron scattering enhances the
long range disorder, and e-phonon scattering enhances the dissipative resistance.
Control of the DOS is further used to isolate any quasi-classical MR, by destroying the
quantization of DOS. The result is a negative MR that behaves as ∆ρ/ρ0 = A ·Bη⊥ where
η ≈ 1.5± 0.1 and A(T ) = [κ(τq) + β(τq)T 2]−1. A theory based on memory effects is
presented to explain the η = 1.5 power dependence. The quadratic dependence of A on
temperature suggests a dependence on e-e scattering for memory effects. β(τq) shows a
critical dependence on static disorder suggesting a strong increase of the effect of e-e
iv
vscattering on memory effects with static disorder. In a broad range of the disorder the
coefficient κ ∼ τ−1/2q , suggesting that the anomalous NMR should be significantly enhanced
in systems with a long quantum lifetime.
A more in depth study of control of the quantization of the DOS shows the expected
reduction of QPMR and Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillations with angle. The results
follow the theory for reduction if one allows for an effective g factor with both a
perpendicular magnetic field and angle dependence.
An analysis of disorder for a mutli-populated subband is investigated through Magneto
Inter Sub-band Oscillations (MISO). The quantum scattering rate τ−1q for each subbabnd is
isolated and studied as a function of temperature. The obtained temperature dependencies
are in accord with existing theory indicating e− e scattering as the dominant mechanism
limiting the electron lifetime.
Dedicated to Daphne
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
As the technology of electronic devices moves toward low dimensional systems, the
importance of understanding the physics and basic properties of such systems becomes ever
the more important. Extensive research has been conducted on 2-D systems, including
GaAs quantum wells, a paradigm of a 2-D electron gas. Studies on GaAs have shown
fascinating effects like the effect of Zeeman splitting of Landau levels effecting Shubnikov
de-Haas (SdH) oscillations[2]. High mobility samples have allowed the observation of
Interger and Quantum Hall effect[32, 33].
More recently study has begun on Quantum Positive Magnetoresistance (QPMR) a
magnetoresistance with an exponential dependence on inverse magnetic field that results
from a quantized density of states[36, 5] The effect of QPMR itself offers a gateway to
understanding the behavior of disorder and dominating scattering mechanisms in samples.
QPMR is present for higher temperautres where SdH oscillations are suppressed, allwoing
study of the disorder in this extened range. While extensive research has been done on
methods of using QPMR and other quantum effects to extract such information[5, 6], an
application of these techniques in the presence of both a changing disorder and changing
1
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temperature is still in its early stages. In this work, I will highlight the discoveries and
observations we have recently made that offer a more clear picture on both quantum and
quasi classical electron transport effects in the presence of a varying disorder.
1.2 Synopsis
We begin the discussion in Chapter 2 with a background explanation of relevant theories
for electron transport. This includes a derivation of the general conductivity from
Boltzmann’s equation, the origin of QPMR and SdH, and the expected effect of a tilted
magnetic field to the quantized density of states. Chapter 3 provides information on the
experimental procedures taken to obtain data.
The next few chapters present our experimental findings. In chapter 4 we report on a
technique used to study the quantum scattering rate. The technique employs a reduction of
the QPMR with the enhancement of the ratio of the Zeeman energy strength to that of the
landau level spacing. This is achieved through tilting the sample and creating an angle (α)
between its normal and the magnetic field. We present both the quantum and transport
scattering rate for a range of temperatures and varying disorder. This information is used
to gain a strong picture of the different types of disorder and dominating scattering
mechanisms in our sample. Namely, we show the presence of both long and short range
disorder, as well as electron-electron scattering being the main suppressor of QPMR.
Chapter 5 presents an observation of an anomalous quasi classical negative
magnetoresistnace. The quasi classical magnetoresistnace is seen by again suppressing
QPMR through titled magnetic fields. The NMR is shown to have a B1/3 field dependence.
A strong model based on the presence of both long and short range disorder, as seen in
chapter 4, is used to explain the B1/3 behavior. Unique and intriguing effects of
temperature and disorder are seen and explained.
In chapter 6 a more detailed study of the suppression of QPMR and SdH in titled
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magnetic fields is explored. Experimental results show the behavior of the quantum effects
for multiple angles at varying levels of disorder. The behavior follows theoretical
understanding with if one treats the effective g factor in the Zeeman splitting as having
both a perpendicular magnetic field and α dependence. The nature of these dependencies
for varying disorder is shown.
Lastly, in chapter 7, results are shown for the study of quantum scattering rate within
each quantum well sub-band of a three filled sub-band system. The quantum effect of
Magneto Inter Sub-band Oscillations (MISO) is used to extract these scattering rates.
Temperature dependence of the scattering rates reveal electron-electron interactions as the
main mechanism for suppressing MISO.
Chapter 2
General Electron Transport Theory
2.1 Drude Conductivity
We begin our discussion on electron transport with the simplified picture of the classical
Drude model. Suppose we have a large gas of electrons, each moving around with some
velocity v. We assume the direction of v is randomly distributed so that the average drift
velocity vd of the electrons is 0. If we now turn on an electric field, E, we assume that the
electrons will all begin to accelerate according to the Newtonian equation
v˙ = eE
m
⇒ v = v0 + eE
m
t (2.1)
Thus, the drift velocity would be vd =
eE
m
t. However, this would produce a non steady
current density J = envd =
e2nE
m
· t when a voltage creating an electric field is applied to a
sample. Since we know that we do get steady currents in samples when applying a voltage
across them, we need to develop a model that allows for a steady vd.
The Drude model states that the presence of scattering events that electrons encounter
help to resolve this picture . In this model, all scattering (be it through impurities in the
sample, electron-phonon scattering, etc.) act on average to reduce vd. One way to picture
4
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this is to consider what would happen if we turned off the electric field. After an average
time between scattering events, τ , the average drift velocity will be relaxed. In other
words, we adjust 2.1 with a dampening term to get
v˙ = eE
m
− v
τ
(2.2)
For the steady state v˙ = 0 we will obtain the time independent drift velocity
vd =
eτE
m
(2.3)
So that the drift velocity is the velocity acquired by an electron accelerating from the force
of an electric field for a time τ between scattering events. We can express the Drude
conductivity by
J = envd =
ne2τ
m
E = σ · E
σD =
e2nτ
m
(2.4)
Thus, the Drude model provides a reasonable explanation for the cause of a steady current
in response to an electric field that is applied to an electron gas.
2.2 Boltzmann Equation
A more rigorous mathematical description of electron transport than the Drude model can
be reached through the Boltzmann equation (equation 2.5). We define a function fk(r, t) to
represent the distribution of particles in state k in the neighborhood of position r at time t.
The Boltzmann equation defines the behavior of this function in the steady state where the
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derivative of f with respect to time is zero.
∂fk
∂t
=
[
∂fk
∂t
]
diff
+
[
∂fk
∂t
]
fields
+
[
∂fk
∂t
]
scat
= 0 (2.5)
The Boltzmann equation takes the effects of diffusion, external fields and scattering into
account. For the case of diffusion, we assume that the number of carriers around r at time
t are the same as the number around r − vt at t = 0, fk(r, t) = fk(r − vt, 0). We can then
define the the effect of diffusion on f by
[
∂fk
∂t
]
diff
= ∂fk
∂r
∂(−vt)
∂t
= −vk · ∂fk
∂r
(2.6)
Through out this work we will assume that we are working with an infinite medium and
constant temperature and electron density, so that
[
∂fk
∂t
]
diff
= 0.
We can understand the effect of external fields through a quasi-classical picture where
the force on an electron is Fe = h¯k˙ = e(E + v ×B). Similar to the case of diffusion, we
assume fk(r, t) = fk−k˙t(r, t), leading to
[
∂fk
∂t
]
fields
= −∂fk
∂k
· k˙ = − e
h¯
(E + v ×B) · ∂fk
∂k
(2.7)
For scattering the description can be more complicated, but we expect a general form of
[
∂fk
∂t
]
scat
=
∫
[fk′(1− fk)− fk(1− fk′)]Q(k, k′)dk′ (2.8)
where the underlying assumptions are that scattering of particles into and out of state k
depend on the vacancies in states k and k′, respectively. The scattering is considered
reversible on the micro scale so that Q(k, k′) is a common factor between the two terms in
the brackets in 2.8.
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2.3 Electrical Conductivity
In the case of an applied electric field, E, and no magnetic field, equations 2.5 through 2.8
yield [
∂fk
∂t
]
scat
= e
h¯
E · ∂fk
∂k
(2.9)
To give an approximate for the form of
[
∂fk
∂t
]
scat
we start by defining a function
gk = fk − f 0k where f 0k = [e(k−µ)/KT ) + 1]−1 is the equilibrium or Fermi-Dirac function for
state k and energy k. If we were to suddenly turn off our electric field, we would expect
that fk would quickly become f 0k . In other words, we expect that gk(t) would decay as
gk(t) = gk(0)e−t/τ or
∂gk(t)
∂t
= −gk/τ . Below we approximate τ to be independent on k.
Since fk decays to f 0k at the same rate, we have
gk
τ
= − e
h¯
E · ∂
∂k
(f 0k + gk) (2.10)
We can ignore the term E · ∂
∂k
(gk), as this is on the order of E2 and provides only small
correction to the linear response for our research that is limited to the case E << 1. We
are left with
gk = −eτ
h¯
E · ∂f
0
k
∂k
= −eτE · ∂f
0
k
∂
1
h¯
∂
∂k
= −eτE · ∂f
0
k
∂
vk (2.11)
where we use the definition for group velocity of an electron wave packet vk =
1
h¯
∂
∂k
.
2.3.1 Boltzman Conductivity
We define the current density as
J = 28pi3
∫ ∫ ∫
evkfkdk
3 (2.12)
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Combining 2.11 with 2.12 we have
J = 28pi3
∫ ∫ ∫
evkgkdk
3 + 28pi3
∫ ∫ ∫
evkf
0
kdk
3 (2.13)
The second term is zero since it is the integral of an odd function. For the first term we
can convert to an integral in energy, since for any function M(k) we have
∫ ∫ ∫
M(k)dk3 =
∫ ∫
M(k) dS
h¯|vk|d (2.14)
where dS is a constant energy surface. Thus we have
J = 14pi3
∫ ∫ e2τ
h¯|vk|vkvkdS
(
− ∂f
0
k
∂
)
d · E (2.15)
or
σ() = 14pi3
e2τ
h¯
∫ vkvk
|vk| dS
σ =
∫
σ()
(
− ∂f
0
k
∂
)
d = 〈σ()〉 (2.16)
We see from 2.16 that it is only those electrons with energy near the Fermi energy that will
contribute to the conductivity, as ∂f
0
k
∂
behaves like a delta function around the Fermi
energy.
2.3.2 Drude Conductivity through the Botlzmann Equation
We can show that through some simplification of the process of deriving the conductivity
from the Boltzmann equation, the Drude conductivity can be reached. Expressing
Equation 2.11 for fk we have
fk = f 0k − eτE · vk
∂f 0k
∂
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which looks like a first order Taylor expansion for f 0k (k − eτE · vk) around energy k. We
can therefore approximate the behavior of electrons as having a drift velocity, vd, that is
lost at collisions, but gains energy δ = eτE · v between collisions. In this context, we see
that τ is simply the average time between collisions. Classically we have  = mv
2
2 so that
δv · δ
δv
= δv ·mv = eτE · v
or
vd = δv =
eτ
m
E (2.17)
Using the definition for current density J = envd = σ · E, where n is the electron density,
we get the classical Drude conductivity 2.4.
2.4 Conductivity in a Magnetic Field
In the presence of a magnetic field, B.The Boltzmann equation reads
− eτE · ∂f
0
k
∂
vk =
gk
τ
+ e
h¯
(vk ×B) · ∂gk
∂k
(2.18)
We can try a solution similar to the B = 0 case, by replacing E with a new vector A and
expressing gk as
gk = −∂f
0
k
∂
τevk · A (2.19)
Putting 2.19 into 2.18 we get
v · E = v · A+ eτ
m
(v ×B) · A
E = A+ eτ
m
(B × A) (2.20)
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Where we assume a free electron gas, mvk = mv = h¯k ⇒ ∂v
∂k
= h¯
m
and make use of the
property A×B · C = B × C · A.
Based on the same reasoning as in section 2.3.1 we have
J = σ0A
E = J
σ0
+ eτ
m
(B × J
σ0
) (2.21)
where σ0 is the zero magnetic field conductivity. Equation 2.21 indicates an unaltered
longitudinal resistivity, ρxx = ρ0 =
1
σ0
, which has no magnetic field dependence. But we do
now see a transverse resistivity
ρxy =
eτ
m
ρ0B =
eτ
m
m
ne2τ
B = 1
ne
B (2.22)
where we assume that the longitudinal zero magnetic field resistivity is the Drude
resistitvty, ρ0 = ρD =
m
ne2τ
. Equation 2.22 is the well known hall resistivity. Thus, the
current and electric field are no longer parallel to each other and ρ and σ need to be
treated as tensors.
J = σF =
Jx
Jy
 =
σxx σxy
σyx σyy
 ·
Ex
Ey

In the Drude model, resistivity and conductivity tensors are
ρ = ρ0
 1 ωcτ
−ωcτ 1
 , σ = σ01 + (ωcτ)2
 1 −ωcτ
ωcτ 1
 (2.23)
where ωc =
eB
m
. Again, in this model the longitudinal resistivity is independent of
magnetic field. In models beyond the Drude model we will see this is not the case, however
there will be some abstract qualities of these tensors that hold more generally. First, σ and
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ρ are screw matrices
σ =
σL −σT
σT σL
 , ρ = 1
σ2L + σ2T
 σL σT
−σT σL
 (2.24)
where the longitudinal conductivity is an even function in B , σL(B) = σL(−B), and the
transverse conductivity is an odd function in B, σT (B) = −σT (−B). An interesting result
for the resistivity in a magnetic field is that for large enough B were σT >> σL the
resistivity is simplified to
ρ = 1
σ2T
 σL σT
−σT σL
 (2.25)
so that the longitudinal resistivity is now proportional to the longitudinal conductivity.
2.5 Quantized Density of States in a Magnetic Field
2.5.1 Electron in a Magnetic Field
For electrons in a magnetic field the Schrodinger equation gives
1
2m
(
h¯
i
∇− eA
)2
ψ = ψ (2.26)
where we use the Landau gauge A = xByˆ, so that ∇× A = Bzˆ. Using a wave function of
the form ψ = ei(βy+kzz)u(x), 2.26 becomes
− h¯
2
2m
∂2u
∂x2
+ 12m
(
eB
m
x− h¯β
m
)2
u = ′u (2.27)
where ′ = − h¯
2
2mk
2
z are the energies in the xy-plane. This is just the equation for a
1-dimensional harmonic oscillator of frequency ωc =
eB
m
, centered around x0 =
h¯β
ωcm
= h¯β
eB
.
The energies will thus be
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′n =
(
n+ 12
)
h¯ωc, n = 0, 1, 2, ... (2.28)
From the above considerations it may seem that we can have any value β and each
energy n will be infinitely degenerate. This is not the case. Since the oscillations are
centered around x0, we require that
x0 < Lx
0 < β < mωc
h¯
Lx
where we treat our system as having dimensions Lx,Ly. Enforcing periodic boundary
conditions, our wave function implies that β comes in units of 2pi
Ly
so that the total number
of values for β is
P = mωc2pih¯ LxLy (2.29)
and each energy is P fold degenerate.
2.5.2 Density of States
Let us now consider what effect this quantization of energy has on the density of quantum
states (DOS). The samples we study are 2-D electron gases, so we will only focus on the
DOS with respect to the energy in the xy-plane. For B = 0 there is no quantization and
the density of states is a constant with respect to energy, m
pih¯2
. In the presence of a
magnetic field, only states with energies n are allowed, so DOS will become a series of
delta functions spaced h¯ωc apart. These delta like density distributions at energies n are
called Landau levels. The total number of states will remain the same, with P states for
each Landau level. This would only be true for a perfectly clean sample with no scattering,
the scattering causes these energies to only be defined within a precision of Γ = h¯
τq
where
τq is the time between between any scattering from one quantum state to another,
including small angle scattering. We treat Γ as the half width of the bell like curves for the
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Figure 2.1: Denstiy of States (DOS) for a 2-D electron gas as a function of energy for
zero(left) and finite (right) magnetic field, B. The Fermi energy indicating the cut off for
filled states is indicated by a red line. Blue lines represent Delta like functions for the case of
perfectly clean samples. Bell like curves represent a more realistic picture where the sample
has some amount of disorder, and Landau levels taken on a half width, Γ
Landau levels, as seen in figure 2.1.
For small enough B or large enough Γ, the Landau levels will overlap, and we can
approximate the behavior of the total DOS, ν(), by a cosine function
ν() = ν0
[
1− 2δcos
(
2pi
h¯ωc
)]
(2.30)
where ν0 is the total density at B = 0, δ = exp
(
− pi
ωcτq
)
is the Dingle factor, and the
factor 2 in front of δ accounts for the two spins of electrons [1].
For σ() from 2.16 we have
σ() = σD(B)ν˜(, B)2 (2.31)
where ν˜() = ν()
ν0
is the DOS normalized by its zero magnetic field value, ν0. The
proportionality to the square of the density of states comes from two factors effecting the
conductivity. The first is the availability of conducting states at , meaning whether or not
there can be electrons in a state for energy  that can contribute to the conductivity. There
will be ν() such states for energy . The second factor is that in crossed electric and
magnetic fields, the dissipative conductivity is proportional to the electron scattering rate.
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At low temperatures, this scattering rate is mainly elastic scattering, so it is proportional
to the number of states at the same energy, ν().
2.5.3 Effects of a Quantized DOS
Plugging 2.31 and 2.30 into 2.16 gives two terms in addition to the Drude ressitivty,
σ− σD = ∆σSdH + ∆σQPMR. The first comes from the cross terms in ν˜(, B)2 and produces
the well known Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillations.
∆σSdH
σD
= −4δ
〈
cos
(
2pi
h¯ωc
)〉
= −4δA(T )cos
(
2piF
h¯ωc
)
(2.32)
where F is the Fermi energy and A(T ) =
2piKT/h¯ωc
sinh(2piKT/h¯ωc)
is the SdH temperature term
[3].
The second term comes from the square of the second term in 2.30, and gives a
Quantum Positive Magneto Resistance(QPMR) in that its a positive magneto resistance
that results from the quantization of the DOS.
∆σQPMR
σD
= 4δ2
〈
cos2
(
2pi
h¯ωc
)〉
= 2δ2 (2.33)
Figure 2.2 shows an example of SdH and QPMR. Due to the temperature term, A(T ),
SdH is suppressed at higher temperatures, where the QPMR persists. Thus, studying the
QPMR can allow us to obtain the quantum lifetime τq for a broader range of temperatures.
An advantage of SdH oscillations relevant for our discussion, is that its an oscillation with
a certain frequency that allows easy separation from other effects, where as QMPR can be
difficult to distinguish from any other classical rise or fall of the magneto resistance. (In
this discussion we will refer to any form of magneto resistance that does not result from a
qunatized DOS as a "classical" effect, though we acknowledge that the behavior of those
effects can be based on quantum mechanical theory).
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Figure 2.2: Exapmle of a the presence of both QPMR and SdH oscillations. The growth of
the magneto resistance before the oscillations begin is attributed to QPMR .
2.5.4 Qunatized DOS in the Presence of a tilted Magnetic field
The Landau level quantization discussed above is characterized by the component of the
magnetic field perpendicular to the 2-D electron gas, B⊥. However, the spin degrees of
freedom that give rise to the Zeeman energy, ∆Z , depend on the total magnetic field by
∆Z = µgB (2.34)
where µ = eh¯2m0
is the Bohr magneton, and the strength of the energy separation between
opposite spins is controlled by a g factor. By tilting a magnetic filed with respect to our
sample (or similarly by tilting our sample with respect to a magnetic field) we can change
the ratio between the total and perpendicular magnetic fields, and thus the ratio between
Landau level spacing (∆C = h¯ωc) and the Zeeman energy
∆Z
∆C
= µgB
h¯ωc
= m2m0
· g · 1
cos(α) (2.35)
The Zeeman energy has an interesting effect on the density of states. Equation 2.30
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Figure 2.3: Density of States for a 2-D electron gas as a function of energy for a finite
perpendicular field, B⊥, with zero (left) and finite (right)in plane magnetic field, B||.The
diagram on the right shows a case where ∆C ≈ 2∆Z , so that the variation of the DOS is
small in comparison to the left diagram
becomes
ν() = ν0
[
1− δcos
(
2pi(−∆Z/2)
h¯ωc
)
− δcos
(
2pi(+ ∆Z/2)
h¯ωc
)]
= ν0
[
1− 2δcos
(
2pi
h¯ωc
)
cos
(
pi∆Z
∆C
)]
(2.36)
We see that by rotating our sample with respect to the magnetic field we can destroy
the quantization of the DOS. The diagram in figure 2.3 demonstrates this effect. As such,
we have a way to remove the effects due to qunatization of the DOS we discussed in section
2.5.3. The QPMR and SdH conductivity are modified to be
∆σSdH
σD
= −4δA(T )cos
(
2pif
h¯ωc
)
cos
(
pi∆Z
∆C
)
(2.37)
∆σQPMR
σD
= 2δ2cos2
(
pi∆Z
∆C
)
= δ2
[
1 + cos
(
2pi∆Z
∆C
)]
(2.38)
Chapter 3
Experimental Techniques
3.1 Sample and Fabracation
Studied GaAs quantum wells are grown by molecular beam epitaxy on semi-insulating
(001) GaAs substrates. Samples are etched in the shape of a Hall bar similar to the
diagram shown in figure 3.1. The width and the length of the measured part of the samples
are W = 50µm and L = 250µm. AuGe eutectic is used to provide electric contacts to the
2D electron gas.
Sample resistance is measured using the four-point probe method. We apply a 133 Hz
ac excitation Iac=1µA through the current contacts and measure the longitudinal (in the
direction of the electric current, x-direction) and Hall ac (along y-direction) voltages (V acxx
and V acxy ) using two lockin amplifiers with 1MΩ input impedance. The measurements are
done in the linear regime in which the voltages are proportional to the applied current.
3.2 Helium Cryostat
The quantum mechanical effects studied are absent at room temperature (273K), due to
extremely high quantum scattering rates. These high rates destroy the coherence need to
17
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of a hall bar geometry.
see quantum effects manifest. We therefore place our samples in a liquid helium bath that
sits at 4.23K. The bath is kept in a thermally isolated tank with a connected re-liquefier to
return any evaporated helium to a liquid state. A gate valve system at the top of this tank
allows for insertions of a probe that is vacuum tight at its top. The samples are in these
probes and thus get exposed to the 4.23K liquid Helium bath.
A super conducting magnet, made of of twisted multi-filamentary NbTi wire and
immersed in the liquid Helium surrounds the sample probe. This magnet is capable of
reaching 9T at its center where the sample is placed. The field was taken as high as 8T
throughout the experiments presented in this work. The field is fixed so that to apply
perpendicular and parallel fields, the sample must be rotated.
3.3 Temperature Control Probe
For the investigations presented in this thesis, the temperature was varied from 4K to
18K. In order to do this the sample is placed in a sealed probe, with a considerably small
amount of helium inside, allowing a particular level of thermal connection to the Helium
bath. A heater inside the probe is used to change the temperature and a thermometer near
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the sample is used to gauge the temperature of the sample. A PID system continuously
measures the temperature and provides the right amount of heat to combat the cooling
from the weak connection to the helium bath. The temperature is kept steady this way to
a variation of 20mK as measured by the thermometer.
3.4 Rotation
The sample is mounted on a standard 16 pin DIP socket connected to a rotating frame.
The frame is connected to two strings. One string is connected to a stretched spring to
provide continued tension. The other string is connected to a manually controlled pivot at
the top of the probe. The sample is rotated through the range of α = 00 to α = 900, where
α is the angle between the total magnetic field and the normal to the sample. The
Rotation is always perpendicular to the direction of the current.
Two samples are studied in magnetic fields up to 8 Tesla applied in-situ at different
angle α. The angle α is evaluated using Hall resistance RH = B⊥/(en), which is
proportional to the perpendicular component, B⊥ = B · cos(α), of the total magnetic field
B. The electron density n is evaluated from the Hall measurements taken at α=00 in
classically strong magnetic fields. Having found n, perpendicular magnetic fields are
measured by converting the hall voltage to a magnetic field, B⊥ = Vxy · ne
I
. Both samples
demonstrate similar magnetoresistance.
Chapter 4
Scattering rates
This section focuses on obtaining scattering rates of electrons in a 2-D electron gas in a
GaAs sample, for a wide range of temperatures and applied gate voltages. Methods and
results for extracting the quantum scattering rate, τ−1q , and the transport scattering rate,
τ−1tr , in this range are shown. The change in gate voltage is shown to affect the electron
density, as well as the screening electrons in the sample, which control the strength of
long-range disorder. High temperature enhances scattering via different scattering
mechanisms, such as electron-electron scattering and electron-phonon scattering. The
analysis presented below reveals the behavior of scattering present in our samples.
4.1 Quantum Scattering Rate τ−1q
Figure 4.1 shows magnetic field dependencies of the dissipative resistance Rxx of 2D
electrons taken at two different angles α between the magnetic field B and the normal to
2D electron layer for (a) different temperatures and (b) different gate voltages. At angle
α=0o the magnetic field B is perpendicular to 2D layer and in GaAs quantum wells the
Zeeman spin splitting is negligible in comparison with the cyclotron energy, ∆Z∆C
<< 1. At
B⊥ exceeding ∼ 0.2T the electron spectrum is quantized leading to the quantum positive
20
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Figure 4.1: (color online) Dependencies of the dissipative resistance Rxx of 2D electrons on
perpendicular magnetic field taken at two different angles between magnetic field B and the
normal to the 2D layer: α = 00 and α = 82.50. (a) Rxx vs B⊥ at gate voltage Vg=0V and
different temperatures T : 6.25, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 K. (b) Rxx vs B⊥ at temperature
T=6.25K and different gate voltages Vg=0V, and between -0.2V and -0.7V with step -0.1V.
magnetoresistance (QPMR) [5].
An application of in-plane magnetic field suppresses QPMR by decreasing the DOS
modulations via Zeeman splitting of Landau levels, in accordance with the coniserdaitons
from section 2.5.4. At α=82.50 the QPMR suppression is in a vicinity of the extremum
related to the condition: ∆Z =
∆C
2 , corresponding to a nearly constant electron density of
states (DOS) in small quantizing magnetic fields. Thus, we can approximate the QPMR as
absent at this condition[6]. We also expect that the curves will be indistinguishable for
small perpendicular fields, where ωτq << 1 and the DOS is not yet quantized. This
collapse of resistivity curves at different α for low B⊥ holds consistently for all resistivity
curves in figure 4.1.
We see in Figure 4.1 that there is a classical negative magnetoresistance present at the
condition ∆Z ≈ ∆C2 (by classical we mean not related to the quantized DOS). We assume
this classical NMR to be independent of parallel field, and should thus be the same
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Figure 4.2: The natural log of the normalized difference in resistivity between angles α = 00
and α = 82.50 degrees, ln[δρα/ρ0] = ln[(ρxx_00 − ρxx_82.50)/ρxx_B=0], is plotted against
inverse magnetic field for (a) zero gate voltage, Vg = 0, and the same temperatures as figure
4.1 (b) T = 6.25K for different gates voltages from VG = 0V to Vg = −1.1V with step -0.1V.
For both plots dashed lines for linear fits are shown with indicated curves being fitted.
between α = 00 and α = 82.50 curves. We can therefore isolate the effects resulting from
the quantized DOS by taking the difference between these two curves. For the low
magnetic field and high temperature range in question, SdH oscillations are significantly
suppressed so that the only quantized DOS effect present is QPMR.
Figure 4.2 shows the logarithmic difference between curves taken at these two angles,
ln
(
δρα
ρ0
)
, plotted against inverse magnetic field, B−1. From eqaution 2.38 we have that the
magnitude of QPMR is
2δ2 = 2exp
(
− 2pi
ωcτq
)
so that figure 4.2 should be a linear plot with an intercept of ln(2) and a slope related to
τ−1q . Indeed, for large ranges of B−1, a linear dependence is seen. At high enough fields the
dependence of QPMR can become more complicated than 2.38, so a deviation from this
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Figure 4.3: τ−1q extracted through the analysis done in figure 4.2 is shown as a function of
temperature for all gates (a) from VG = 0V to Vg = −1.1V with step −0.1V (b) only gates
VG = 0V to Vg = −0.5V for the purpose of magnification. Until Vg = −0.7V the dependence
is square in temperature, with the temperature dependence weakening for Vg = −0.8V and
below. Dashed lines in (b) show fits based on equation 4.1 with qs = 2.25± 0.5× 108(1/m).
linearity at very low B−1 is not outside our expectations [5]. This provides us with a strong
tool for extracting τ−1q . In extracting τ−1q through this method, we force a ln(2) intercept
to our linear fit. Figure 4.2 shows ln
(
δρα
ρ0
)
for multiple temperatures at 0 gate voltage (a)
as well as for different gate voltages for a fixed temperature, T = 6.25K (b). Similar plots
for the entire range of gate voltages Vg = 0 to Vg = −1.1V in steps of 0.1V with multiple
temperatures from T = 6.25K to 18K were analyzed.
The resulting τ−1q extracted from figure 4.2 and simialr plots are shown in figure 4.3 (a)
as a function of temperature for different gates. The temperature dependence is shown to
be quadratic, suggesting the main mechanism of quantum scattering is electron-electron
scattering. The slopes are on the order of 1
τee
≈ 1
(
GHz
K2
)
T 2 which agrees with the rate in
similar samples studied[5]. Theory for electron-electron scattering gives the temperature
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dependence as
1
τee
= pi(kT )
2
4h¯EF
ln
(
h¯qsvf
kT
)
(4.1)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, EF and vF are the Fermi energy and velocity, and qs is
the screening wave vector [17, 18, 19]. Figure 4.3 (b) shows examples of fits using 4.1 for
the temperature dependence. The only fitting parameter used for the temperature
dependence is qs, which comes out to qs = 2.25± 0.5× 108(1/m) based on fits for the
higher gate voltages where the T 2 dependence on temperature is well resolved. This is close
in range to the Thomas-Fermi screening wave vector in two dimensions, given by
qTF =
2me2
h¯2
= 1.96× 108(1/m), where  = 12.9 is the GaAs lattice dielectric function. The
square temperature dependence and reasonable screening vector value give strong support
to the electron-electron scattering as the dominant mechanism of quantum scattering
4.2 Transport Scattering Rate
The large angle transport scattering time, τtr, is assumed to be the same as the time τ in
the Drude conductivity 2.4, so that the zero magnetic field resistivity can be used to find
τ−1tr . Figure 4.4 shows that the temperature dependence of τ−1tr is linear for all gates. This
linearity in T has been associated with phonon scattering as the cause for temperature
dependence of the resistivity.[16].
4.3 Long and Short Range Disorder
Figure 4.5(a) presents the 2D electron density, n, obtained from an analysis of the Hall
resistance at different gate voltages, Vg, thorugh the use of eqaution 2.22. In the range
between 0V and -0.6 V the 2D electron density changes weakly with the gate voltage. In
this regime the applied voltage depopulates the screening layer with X-electrons leading to
a substantial increase of the smooth electrostatic potential of the remote dopants. It results
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Figure 4.4: Temprature dependence of the transport scatterng rate, τ−1tr , for different
gates voltages from VG = 0V to Vg = −1.1V with step -0.1V. a robust linear relation to
temperature is seen for all gates.
in a strong enhancement of the small angle scattering and a significant increase of τ−1q . A
comparison of the τ−1q and τ−1tr as a function of n for T = 6.25K is shown in Fig.4.5(b).
The figure demonstrates that the absolute variations of the transport scattering rate are
much smaller than the 1/τq variations, pointing toward the enhancement of the small angle
electron scattering in the system.
Furthermore, the relative variations of the transport scattering rate are also
considerably smaller than the relative variations of the quantum scattering rate. This
indicates presence of a substantial amount of large angle scatterers, such as rigid impurities
localized inside the quantum well, with a sharp scattering potential nearly independent on
the X-electron screening. Thus Fig.4.5(b) suggests that the static disorder contains sharp
impurities embedded into a variable smooth electrostatic background. At gate voltages less
than -0.8V the X-electron layer is completely depopulated and 2D electron density follows
the gate potential. In this regime the quantum scattering time does not change
significantly, indicating a weak variation of the static disorder.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Dependence of 2D electron density obtained from Hall resistance on gate
voltage Vg . (b) Open symbols present the quantum scattering rate 1/τq, obtained from
analysis of the magnitude of the quantum positive magnetoresistance shown in Fig.4.1(b), at
different electron density. Filled squares present the transport scattering rate 1/τtr, obtained
from resistance at B=0T using Drude formula for the resistivity, at different electron density.
T=6.25 K.
4.4 Conclusion
This work has presents a reliable method for extracting τ−1q . Dependency of both τ−1q and
τ−1tr on temperature, density and disorder were studied. Temperature dependencies suggest
e-e scattering as the main cause for increase in τ−1q , and e-phonon for τ−1tr . The cause for
change in disorder is reasonably deduced as loss of screening electrons before changing
electron density with gate voltage. Density dependence of τ−1q (n) and τ−1tr (n) suggest
strong enhancement in small angle scattering due to depletion of screening electrons, as
well as the presence of sharp disorder contributing directly to the dissipative resistance.
Often SdH oscillations are used to probe the behavior of τ−1q . The methods used here
allow study of this important measure of disorder in the high temperature and high
disorder range for which a study of SdH is no longer tenable. Understanding the presence
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of different types of disorder and the dominant scattering mechanisms involved in electron
transport can be crucial to understanding the transport phenomena that develop. A
significant example of this is seen in the next chapter. An investigation of classical NMR is
presented, with a strong model explaining it. That model is based on our knowledge of the
disorder and scattering mechanisms that we have presented here.
Chapter 5
Classical Negative Magnetoresistance
In section 2.5.3 we saw examples of magnetoresistance that are the consequence of a
quantized DOS, QPMR and SdH oscillations. However, it is possible to have a
magnetoresistance in the absence of a quantized DOS as well. In the present discussion we
refer to such effects as "classical" magnetoresistance, though they can be rooted in quantum
theory.
While such classical magnetoresistance maybe easy to separate from SdH oscillations
due to the specific frequency of the SdH oscillations, disentangling the classical
magnetoresistance from QPMR can be difficult. We therefore employ again the zeeman
effect from section 2.5.4, and analyze resistance curves near the condition ∆Z ≈ ∆C/2.
Here the DOS is no longer quantized for small magnetic fields, and any magnetoresistance
can assumed to be classical.
In this chapter we analyze a negative magnetoresistance (NMR) seen in experiments for
a broad range of temperatures and applied gate voltage. The NMR shows an anomalous
polynomial depedence on B⊥. We present a strong model to explain this behavior due to
memory effects, and the effects of electron scattering behavior analyzed in chapter 4.
28
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5.1 Experimental Results for classical NMR
In Figure 4.1(a) thick lines demonstrate the magnetoresistance at α=82.5o obtained at
∆Z ≈ ∆C/2 corresponding to a nearly constant DOS. At Vg=0V the magnetoresistance is
negative in the studied temperature range. Higher temperature makes the NMR
progressively weaker. The notable feature of the curves is the independence of the
magnetoresistance on the angle α at small magnetic fields B⊥ <0.1T. At these fields the
quantization of the electron spectrum is exponentially suppressed and DOS does not
depend on Landau and Zeeman splittings. The progressively strong deviation between
curves at higher B⊥ indicates the progressively strong modulations of DOS due to
quantization of the electron spectrum.[6]
In Figure 4.1(b), the thick lines demonstrate the classical NMR at different gate
voltages, Vg. This set of curves demonstrates effect of the static disorder on both QPMR
and NMR. Qualitatively, effects of the temperature and the static disorder on the
magnetoresistance look similar: an increase of the temperature or disorder reduces both
QPMR and NMR. Below we investigate these effects quantitatively.
Figure 5.1(a) presents variations of the normalized magnetoresistivity,
-∆ρ/ρ0 = −(ρ(B⊥)− ρ0)/ρ0, with magnetic field, B⊥, at different temperatures, where ρ0 is
the resistivity at zero magnetic field. The figure demonstrates that at small magnetic fields
the magnetoresistivity follows a polynomial law: ∆ρ/ρ0 = A(T )Bη⊥, where power
η ≈1.5±0.1 and the scaling factor A(T ) depends on the temperature. The obtained
polynomial decrease of the resistance is anomalous and, to the best of our knowledge, is
beyond existing theories. The figure shows that at a higher temperature the polynomial
behavior extends to a higher magnetic field. Thus the temperature promotes this
anomalous magnetoresistance. An anomalous polynomial behavior of colossal negative
magnetoresistance has been seen recently in a 2D electron system with a power η=1.4 at
T=0.25K. This anomalous behavior, however, disappears at high temperatures.[13]
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Figure 5.1: (color online) (a) Variations of normalized resistivity−∆ρ/ρ0 = −(ρ(B⊥)−ρ0)/ρ0
with magnetic field, B⊥, obtained from the dependencies Rxx(B⊥) presented in Fig.4.1(a)
at angle α=82.5o and different temperatures from T=6.25 K to T=18K. Plotted in log-log
scale these variations reveal a polynomial behavior: −∆ρ/ρ0 = ABη⊥ at small magnetic fields
for all studied temperatures, where A is a scaling coefficient and η=1.5±0.1. Dashed line
corresponds to -∆ρ/ρ0 ∼ B3/2⊥ . (b) The resistivity variations ∆ρ/ρ0 at different temperatures
scaled to the dependence at T=6.25 K and presented in the linear scale. Vg=0V.
Figure 5.1(b) presents the normalized negative magnetoresistance, ∆ρ/ρ0 at different
temperatures scaled vertically to the curve at T=6.25K, using a scaling coefficient
KY (T ) = A(T = 6.25K)/A(T ). The figure shows that at high temperatures (14K-18K) the
scaling exists up to B⊥ ≈0.5T. A decrease of the temperature down to 6.25K shrinks the
range of the anomalous polynomial behavior inside the interval (0.03T-0.2T). At
T = 6.25K and B⊥ >0.2T the resistance decreases faster than B1.5⊥ .
Figure 5.2(a) presents the normalized negative magnetoresistance, ∆ρ/ρ0 taken at
T=6.25K and different Vg from 0V (bottom curve) to -1V (top curve). At Vg <-0.8V a
positive magnetoresistance grows up propagating to a smaller B⊥ at Vg=-1V. Figure 5.2(b)
presents the anomalous negative magnetoresistance scaled to the curve at Vg=0V. The
figure demonstrates that the anomalous negative magnetoresistance persists down to
Vg=-1V. In contrast to the temperature effect, the strong disorder reduces the magnetic
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Figure 5.2: (color online) (a) Dependence of the normalized resistivity ∆ρ/ρ0 = (ρ(B⊥) −
ρ0)/ρ0 on magnetic field, B⊥, at angle α=82.5o and different Vg from 0V (bottom curve)
to -1V (top curve) with step -0.1V. (b) The normalized magnetoresistivity ∆ρ/ρ0 at all
different gates Vg shown in (a), scaled to the dependence at Vg=0V, indicates the robustness
of the anomalous polynomial behavior at small B⊥ with respect to variations of both electron
density and the static disorder. T=6.25K.
field range of the scaling behavior of NMR. At Vg=-1V and higher temperatures than 18K,
the magnitude of NMR is very small making quantitative evaluations of the response to be
not reliable. At Vg=-1.1V the negative magnetoresitance is absent and only a positive
magnetoresistance with no distinct polynomial behavior is observed.
5.1.1 Scaling Factor for Classical NMR
Figure 5.3(a) presents the dependence of the scaling coefficient
KY = A(T = 6.25K,Vg = 0V )/A(T, Vg) on the square of the temperature for different gate
voltages. The figure shows that the temperature variations of KY is proportional to T 2
suggesting the electron-electron interaction as the origin of the temperature dependence of
the scaling factor A(T ). We have approximated the scaling coefficient KY by the following
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Figure 5.3: (color online) (a) A linear dependence of the scaling factor KY (T, Vg)=A(T =
6.25K,Vg = 0V )/A(T, Vg) on the square of the temperature at different gate voltages Vg
from the bottom to the top lines: 0V, -0.4, -0.5, -0.6, -0.7, -0.8 and -0.9V. The dependence
is approximated by the following relation: KY = κ(τq(T = 0K)) + β(τq(T = 0K))T 2, where
the first term κ(τq(T = 0K)) describes effects of the static disorder only and the second
term β(τq(T = 0K))T 2 describes both temperature and disorder effects. (b) Dependence of
the parameter β on the quantum scattering rate, 1/τq, agrees with a critical behavior: β ≈
β0(1/τ0− 1/τq)γ, where β0 ≈ 0.0095± 0.0015, 1/τ0 ≈ 1.85± 0.15(THz) and γ ≈ −1.43± 0.3.
(c) Dependence of the temperature independent term κ on the disorder reveals the following
relation: κ ∼ τ−1/2q . [?]
relation:
KY = κ(τq) + β(τq)T 2 (5.1)
where κ(τq) is the intersect of the straight lines with the KY axis while the coefficient β(τq)
describes the strength of the temperature dependent term.
Figure 5.3(a) shows that the parameter β increases strongly at low gate voltages
indicating tendency to a divergence. Furthermore the experiments demonstrate no NMR at
Vg=-1.1V indicating β =∞. These observations suggest a critical behavior of the
coefficient β at the low gate voltages. Variations of QPMR with angle α indicate a g-factor
enhanced by the e− e interaction[6] but no divergence of the g-factor is observed in the
studied range of the gate voltages. This suggests that the density dependent
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electron-electron interaction by itself does not diverge. Below we propose that the critical
behavior of the parameter β is induced by variations of the static disorder characterized by
the quantum scattering rate 1/τq:
β = β0(τ−10 − τ−1q )γ (5.2)
where parameter τ−10 characterizes the strength of a critical disorder and γ is the critical
exponent. Figure 5.3(b) presents the coefficient β plotted vs quantum scattering rate τ−1q in
accordance with Eq.(5.2) in log-log scale, using β0 = 0.0095± 0.0015, τ−10 = 1.8± 0.15(THz)
and γ = −1.43± 0.3 as fitting parameters. The obtained agreement supports the proposal.
Figure 5.3(c) presents the evolution of the coefficient κ with the static disorder. In a
broad range of the disorder the coefficient κ ∼ τ−1/2q . This finding suggests that the
anomalous NMR should be significantly enhanced in systems with a long quantum lifetime.
This outcome agrees with the observation of a large NMR in high mobility
samples.[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]
5.2 Discussion
Below we describe a qualitative model leading to the polynomial negative
magnetoresistance ∆ρ ∼ −B3/2⊥ . Theoretical investigations indicate a strong negative
magnetoresistance in 2D electron systems with a static sharp disorder only.
[20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 8, 26, 27, 28] The decrease of the resistance is related to a separation of
the 2D electrons in two groups: wandering electrons performing both a diffusive motion
and Hall drift,[20, 21, 22, 23] and non-wandering electrons which do not collide with
impurities and participate only in the Hall transport [26]. We take the fraction of non
wandering electrons to be
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P = exp
(
− 2piRc
lS
)
= exp
(
− 2pi
ωcτS
)
(5.3)
where τS and lS =
vF
τS
are the average time and mean free path between collisions on the
hard impurities that create sharp disorder, and Rc =
vF
ωc
is the cyclotron radius. Figure 5.4
shows a drawing that highlights the picture of wandering and non wandering electrons.
Large radius orbits correspond to weak magnetic fields, and vise verse.
Equation 5.3 can be understood as stating that when the ratio 2piRc
lS
is large, almost all
electrons collide with an impurity before completing the circumference of an orbit, and we
can treat all electrons as wondering electrons. Conversely, when the ratio 2piRc
lS
is small, it
is more likely for an electron to go one orbit without hitting a scatter and to therefore stay
on that orbit. Since staying on one orbit makes the electron localized, non-wandering
electrons no longer contribute to the longitudinal conductivity. We are only left with 1− P
wandering electrons, so that the longitudinal resistivity can be approximated by [26]
ρxx = ρ0(1− P ) (5.4)
An inclusion of the long range smooth disorder leads to substantial modifications of the
negative magnetoresistance [25, 8]. Below we discuss the model presented in Ref.[[25]]. In
this model, 2D electrons perform a diffusive like motion in the presence of both a sharp
disorder characterized by the scattering time τS, and a long range smooth disorder
characterized by a transport scattering time τL. During the cyclotron period 2pi/ωc the
smooth disorder displaces the cyclotron guiding center by a value δ, which is assumed to be
larger than the radius of the sharp impurities a:
δ2 = 4piR2c/(ωcτL) a2 (5.5)
The negative magnetoresistance is related to a reduction of the electron exploration rate
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of sample with randomly placed rigid impurities (small open circles)
that create sharp disorder. Different sized orbits correspond to different magnetic field
strengths.
due to memory effects. To evaluate the exploration rate a strip of the width 2a is
associated with the particle trajectory, so that the electron will hit an impurity if the center
of the latter is located within this strip. During one orbit, an electron will thus explore the
area 2a× 2pivf
ωc
, the same amount of area it would explore for the same amount of time
when B = 0. For wandering electrons that collide with impurities, the same area is never
explored twice and the number of such electrons contribute to the conductivity in the same
manner as in the Drude model, hence equation 5.4. Non wondering electrons repeatedly
cover an area with no scattering, and therefore stop contributing to the conductivity.
We expect the effect of long range smooth disorder and the displacement of the
cyclotron guiding center δ is to knock non-wondering electrons into new orbits. For δ >> a
we might assume that there is almost no overlapping between the orbit of a non wondering
electron after being displaced and its previous orbit. Consequently these electrons would
also begin to explore the same amount of different area at the same rate as when B = 0,
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and we would again recover the Drude resistivity, ρxx = ρD. However, this assumption
ignores the return probability P1 ∼ a
δ
that the trajectory covers the staring point again. In
other words, we expect a slight overlap of explored area that depends on a
δ
. Covering a
portion of the same area again leads to a reduction of the resistivity. In a sense, non
wondering electrons that were localized before adding a long range smooth disorder now
cover different areas in the presence of a long range disorder, but at a slower rate than the
"wondering electrons". They explore at a slower rate because they need to cover some of
the same area more than once.
Taking into account the diffusive dynamics of the guiding center, its rms shift after n
revolutions is δn = δ
√
n, so that the return probability decreases with n as Pn = P1/
√
n.
The total return probability P = ΣNn=1Pn ≈ (a/δ)N1/2 where N is a cut off to the number
of revolutions the electron makes before scattering off an impurity. This cut off is taken
because we are interested in how this model differs from the Drude model by reducing the
exploration rate between impurity scattering. When the corrections to the Drude
resistivity are small, we can approximate the cutt off to be of order N = ωcτS2pi . The total
return probability now gives an approximation for the reduction of the exploration rate
and thus to a negative correction to the resistivity[25]:
∆ρxx/ρ0 ∼ −(a/δ)(ωcτS)1/2 ∼ −B2⊥ (5.6)
The presented model assumes that the size of the sharp impurities is much larger than
the electron wave length λF : a λF and, thus, the strip of the width 2a is adequate in the
counting of the area explored by an electron. In the opposite limit a λF a strip with the
width of 2λF has to be used[29]. Furthermore, in a magnetic field the width of a
quasiclassical cyclotron orbit is determined by the magnetic length, lB = (h¯/eB⊥)1/2.[30]
Thus at lB > a a strip of the width ∼ lB is more appropriate for the counting of the
electron exploration rate. In this case, the return probability is P ∼ lB/δ and leads to the
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following negative magnetoresistance:
δρxx/ρ0 ∼ −(lB/δ)(ωcτS)1/2 ∼ −B3/2⊥ (5.7)
The obtained magnetic field dependence agrees with the dependence shown in Fig.5.1(a)
at small magnetic fields. Below we provide further justification of the applicability of the
model. At B⊥ <0.5T the magnetic length lB >35 nm and exceeds the typical size a of
neutral impurities, which is a few nanometers. These impurities, embedded in the quantum
well, provide strong electron scattering at a large angle enhancing significantly the
dissipative transport in magnetic fields. To evaluate the relative contributions of the
smooth and sharp disorder to the resistivity we estimate below the correlation length of the
smooth disorder ξ and the transport scattering times τS and τL. The distance Ld ≈36 nm
between Si-doping layer and the quantum well dictates that the correlation length ξ of the
smooth disorder potential is about 36 nm. Another estimation of the correlation length ξ
via the ratio between quantum and transport scattering times[4, 5]:
ξ∗ = (λF/2pi)(τtr/τq)1/2, yields a considerably smaller value ξ∗=13 nm. We note that the
estimation of ξ∗ is based on the assumption that all scattering events produce small angular
deviations of electron trajectories. In other words, only the smooth disorder is accounted in
this estimation. The discrepancy between ξ and ξ∗ suggests the presence of a sharp
disorder with a correlation lenght a <36nm. Assuming that 1/τtr = 1/τS + 1/τL and using
ξ = (λF/2pi)(τL/τq)1/2, we find τL=200 ps and τS=29 ps. Thus the sharp disorder with a
correlation length a < lB provides the dominant contribution to the electron dissipative
transport in magnetic fields less than 0.5T, while the smooth long range disorder controls
the electron quantum lifetime τq. Similar conclusions regarding the static disorder have
been obtained from the comparison of variations of the quantum and transport scattering
rates with the gate voltage shown in Fig.4.5(b). The obtained estimates and conclusions
support the applicability of the presented model to the studied 2D electron system.
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A description of the temperature dependence of the anomalous magnetoresistance
requires further development. Below we present an attempt in this direction. The obtained
temperature behavior of the scaling factor KY , presented by Eq.(5.1), suggests the
relevance of the electron-electron scattering. The temperature dependence of the quantum
scattering time, extracted from QPMR shown in Fig.4.1(a), indicates that the
electron-electron scattering rate is 1/τee≈1(GHz)T 2(K), which agrees with the rate in other
samples.[5] Thus the electron-electron scattering time τee is about 25 ps already at
T=6.25K and ≈3 ps at T=18K. This time is shorter than the transport scattering time τtr
indicating that electron-electron scattering may have a considerable impact on the electron
transport. Due to the conservation of the total momentum in the electron-electron
scattering, the latter does not contribute directly to the dissipative transport of electrons.
However, these processes may change significantly both the return probability P1 = lB/δ
via a modification of the parameter δ and the total return probability P via a modification
of the number of the returns N .
A strong electron-electron scattering, 1/τee  1/τS, 1/τL, produces an additional strong
diffusive like motion of electron cyclotron guiding centers, mixing the diffusion in smooth
and sharp disorder potentials. At these conditions it is reasonable to assume that the
scattering rates, controlling parameters δ, N and, thus, the memory effects, are the same
and have a form 1/τm = 1/τst + 1/τ ∗ee, where τm is a memory breaking time, τst is a
memory breaking time due to the static disorder, and τ ∗ee is a memory breaking time due to
the electron-electron scattering. A substitution of 1/τm instead of 1/τS and 1/τL in
Eq.(5.5) and Eq.(5.7) yields:
∆ρxx/ρ0 = − h¯
1/2e3/2B
3/2
⊥
2
√
2pimpF
[ 1
τst
+ 1
τ ∗ee
]−1 (5.8)
where m and pF is the electron mass and momentum at Fermi energy. Eq.(5.8) indicates
that the anomalous magnetoresistance is proportional to the memory breaking time τm.
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The obtained structure of the temperature and disorder dependent factor τm is compatible
with the scaling coefficient KY : KY = κ+ βT 2 ∼ 1/τst + 1/τ ∗ee, providing 1/τ ∗ee ∼ T 2.
A direct comparison of the Eq.(5.8) with the magnetoresistance, shown in Fig.5.1(b),
yields the memory breaking time τm=5.7 ps at T=6.25K and Vg=0V. The obtained value is
somewhat between an expected value τ exm ≈12 ps, following from the relation
1/τ exm = 1/τtr + 1/τee, and the quantum scattering time τq ≈ 3ps. An analysis of the
temperature variations of the scaling coefficient KY , shown in Fig.5.3(a), yields the
following relation for the memory breaking time in GHz, 1/τm = 141 + 0.89T 2(K) at
Vg=0V, resulting in 1/τst=141 (GHz) and 1/τ ∗ee(GHz)=0.89T 2(K).
Far from the critical disorder 1/τ0, at Vg=0V the e− e induced memory breaking rate
1/τ ∗ee is close to the electron-electron scattering rate obtained from the analysis of the
temperature dependence of QPMR shown in Fig.4.1(a): 1/τee(GHz)=(1± 0.1)T 2(K)[5, 6].
At the critical disorder, at Vg=-0.9V the memory breaking rate 1/τ ∗ee is in order of
magnitude stronger than the electron-electron scattering rate extracted from QPMR. It
suggests that an effectiveness of e− e processes, which destroy the memory effects,
increases significantly with the static disorder. Furthermore the experiment shows no
divergency of the parameter κ ∼ 1/τst indicating again that the presence of the
electron-electron scattering is required to suppress the anomalous magnetoresistance.
Fig.5.3(c) shows that the memory breaking rate due to the static disorder 1/τst is
proportional to the τ−1/2q , suggesting that 1/τst = (τqτ ∗st)−1/2, where the quantum scattering
time τq accounts a contribution of the small angle scattering while the time τ ∗st ≈13 ps
accounts contributions of the large angle scattering events to the memory breaking rate
due to the static disorder. Obtained results suggest nontrivial, mutual relations between
the small angle scattering, the large angle scattering and the electron-electron interactions
leading to the reduction of the anomalous negative magnetoresistance.
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5.3 Conclusion
In summary an anomalous polynomial negative magnetoresitance of the 2D electrons,
∆ρ ∼ A(τq, T )Bη⊥ is observed, where η ≈ 1.5± 0.1. The scaling factor
A(τq, T ) ∼ [κ(τq) + β(τq)T 2]−1 depends on temperature T and static disorder characterized
by the quantum scattering time τq. The temperature dependent term is proportional to T 2
suggesting a dominant contribution of the electron-electron interactions to the temperature
dependence of the magnetoresistance. The temperature independent term κ(τq) is found to
be proportional to τ−1/2q and describes the considerable reduction of the negative
magnetoresistance by the static disorder. The factor β is found to be diverging with the
static disorder: β ∼ (τ−10 − τ−1q )γ, where the critical exponent γ ≈ 1.4± 0.3 and
τ−10 ≈ 1.85± 0.15. Above the critical scattering rate 1/τ0 the anomalous negative
magnetoresistance is absent and only a positive magnetoresistance, exhibiting no distinct
polynomial behavior with the magnetic field, is observed.
Presented model of the phenomenon is based on memory effects accounting for the
return probability of the semiclassical trajectories and leading to the polynomial magnetic
field dependence: ∆ρ ∼ τmB3/2⊥ . The temperature dependence of the anomalous
magnetoresistance is compatible with the model, assuming that the memory breaking time
τm has a form: 1/τm = 1/τst + 1/τ ∗ee, where τst is memory breaking time due to static
disorder and τ ∗ee is the memory breaking time due to electron-electron scattering.
The results presented in this chapter have been published in Physical Review B[67].
Chapter 6
Effective g Factor
As discussed in section 2.5.4, the tilting of a sample with respect to a magnetic field should
cause an increase in the ratio of Zeemann energy to Landau level spacing, as to suppress all
effects from the quantization of the DOS. Derivations show that this results in a
cos
(
pi∆Z
∆C
)
term qualifying the SdH oscillations, equation 2.37, and a cos2
(
pi∆Z
∆C
)
term
qualifying the QPMR, equation 2.38.
Here we present the collapse of SdH amplitude and QPMR over many angles, at
T = 4K for gate voltages ranging between Vg = 0V and Vg = −0.9V . The collapse shows
close behavior to the theory predicted by equation 2.37 and equation 2.38, when the
effective g factor in the Zeeman energy is assumed to have a perpendicular and magnetic
field dependence. The nature of this g factor for different gate voltages is studied.
6.1 Resistivity at many Angles
Figure 6.1 presents the dissipative resistivity, ρxx(B⊥), at different angles α between the
magnetic field, ~B, and the normal to the 2D layer for a Vg = 0V gate voltage applied to the
sample. The temperature is T = 4K. The bottom insert shows the α = 900 curve. A fit of
this curve was subtracted from all the other curves shown here to extract any pure parallel
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Figure 6.1: (Color online) For a gate voltage of V g = 0, Dependence of the normalized
longitudinal resistance ρxx on the magnetic field perpendicular to the 2D sample obtained
at different angles α between the total magnetic field ~B and the normal to the 2D layer.
From the top curve to the bottom one angles are 0, 30, 50, 60, 65, 70, 73, 75, 78, 80 and
80.8 degrees. The curves than start to rise back up for 81.5, 82.5, 83.57, 84.23, 85, 85.5,
86 and 86.63 degrees. The top insert enlarges the area at small magnetic fields indicating
that the dependencies at different angles diverge from approximately the same magnetic field
B⊥ ≈0.12T corresponding to the beginning of Landau quantization of the electron spectrum.
The bottom insert shows a fit (red) of the 90 degree curve (black). This fit was subtracted
from all the curves shown here to extract any pure parallel magnetic field dependence.
magnetic field dependence. The assumption is that this weak parabolic increase with in
plane magnetic field is independent of angle.
The magnetoresistance in Figure 6.1 demonstrates both QMPR and SdH oscillations.
The top insert shows that the QPMR starts around B⊥ ≈ 0.12, where all curves collapse.
This suggest that below B⊥ = 0.12T the DOS is not quantized, as was the case for the
collapse of different angle curves in Figure 4.1. The collapse of all angles at the same
magnetic field is also a strong indicator that the angle has little effect on the Landau level
half width, and therefore no effect on τq.
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SdH oscillations begin at B⊥ ≈ 0.425T . Both effects decrease with angle, till they are
absent and only a classical negative MR is left. The 0 of SdH Amplitude seems to take
place at a higher angle than the minimum MR curve that would correspond to an absence
of QPMR. This suggest that the effective g factor controlling SdH and QPMR may be
different.
The decrease of QPMR with the angle leads to an absence of QPMR at α = 80.80 at
high perpendicular fields, B⊥ > .6T . At lower fields , B ≈ 0.25T , QPMR continues to
decrease till 84.23 degrees as can be seen in the top insert to the figure. This suggest that
the effective g factor may have a B⊥ dependence.
At angles α >80.80 for hgih field ( and α >84.230 for low field) the QPMR demonstrates
a weak recovery, which is outside the scope of this work.
6.2 Separating MR and SdH
Two methods were used to separate the SdH oscillations form the background MR. The
first is a fast Fourier Transform (FFT) frequency filtering of a normalized resistivity curve.
The filtering is done with the resistivity with respect to inverse magnetic field, B−⊥1, since
SdH are periodic in B−1⊥ . This method can eliminate the bulk of SdH oscillations, but
tends to be less reliable near data boundaries. The second method was to find the extremes
of the oscillations and interpolate between them. Half of the Difference between these
interpolations gives the SdH amplitude, while half of their sum gives the background MR
curve. An example of both methods for α = 00 is shown in Figure 6.2. The two methods
show good agreement for the magnetic field range were they are both expected to be
accurate.
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Figure 6.2: (Color online) Normalized resistance curve plotted against B−1⊥ for α = 00. Dots
correspond to extremes of SdH oscillations, with interpolated lines connecting them. Solid
Blue line gives half the sum of the interpolated curves, while Dashed line shows the FFT
smoothing. Insert shows then extension of FFT smoothed curve to regions where extremes
of SdH oscillations are difficult to determine.
6.3 Quantum Positive Magnetoresistance
After removing SdH Oscillations, ρxx
ρ0
should be a combination of both QPMR and any
classical MR that may exist. Figure 6.3 (a) shows ρxx
ρ0
as a function of B
B⊥
= 1
cos(α) . Each
curve is taken at a constant perpendicular magnetic field value, ranging from B⊥ = 0.17T
to 1.1T . According to the theory in section 2.5.4, the minimum of each curve corresponds
to an absence of QPMR and the classical MR is presumed to be independent of B||, i.e. the
same throughout the curve. To look at the behavior of QPMR alone, we can therefore
subtract from each curve its minimum, which gives
∆ρxx
ρ0
= ρxx − ρmin
ρ0
= δ2
[
1 + cos
(
2pi∆Z
∆C
)]
. Accordingly we also have that
∆ρN
ρ0
= ρmax − ρmin
ρ0
≈ 2δ2 since
[
1 + cos
(
2pi∆Z
∆C
)]
≈ 2 at α = 00. Thus, to look at just
the collapse term, we plot the ratio of ∆ρxx to ∆ρN which should give
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Figure 6.3: (Color online) For a gate voltage of V g = 0: (a) Dependence of normalized
QPMR resistivity on the ratio of total magnetic filed (B) to perpendicular magnetic filed
(B⊥) at fixed B⊥ ranging from B⊥ = 0.17T to 1.1T . (b) Normalized variations of the
resistivity shown in (a): ∆ρxx/∆ρN = (ρxx − ρmin)/(ρmax − ρmin) vs B/B⊥; (c) Scaling
of the normalized variations of the resistivity vs ratio of Zeeman and cyclotron energies,
∆z/∆c = µgB/h¯ωc, with the g-factor used as a scalling factor. The normaliztion includes
the scalling, ∆ρxx/∆ρgN = ρxx − ρmin/(ρmax − ρmin)([1 + cos(pigm∗/m)]/2). Open symbols
present the normalized magnetoresistance expected from Eq.6.1 with no fitting parameters.
∆ρxx
∆ρN
= 12
[
1 + cos
(
2pi∆Z
∆C
)]
(6.1)
A plot of ∆ρxx∆ρN
as a function of B
B⊥
is shown in Figure 6.3(b). Theoretically these
curves should collapse on to each other, since they are the same function of angle. To
explain the lack of collapse we suggest that effective g factor in the Zeeman has a
perpendicular field dependence. Treating the g factor as a scaling factor in Figure 6.3(c) we
plot ∆ρxx∆ρgN
= ∆ρxx∆ρN
· 1 + cos(pigm
∗/m)
2 as a function of
∆Z
∆C
= gm
∗
2m
B
B⊥
. The g term in
∆ρxx
∆ρgN
takes into account that at α = 00 the argument of the cosine term is not 0, since we
can not have less total magnetic field than we do perpendicular.
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Figure 6.4: (Color online) ∆ρxx/∆ρgNas in Figure6.3 (c) for gate Vg applied to the sample:
(a) Vg = 0V , at fixed B⊥ ranging from B⊥ = 0.17T to 1.1T . (b) Vg = −0.5V , at fixed B⊥
ranging from B⊥ = 0.25T to 0.96T . (c) Vg = −0.8V , at fixed B⊥ ranging from B⊥ = 0.55T
to 1.11T .
The collapse seen in Figure 6.3(c) is quite strong for the entire range of perpendicular
fields. Open circles show theoretical behavior of 6.1. The experimental results are close,
but not perfectly align with the theoretical points. This can be accounted for by a angular
dependence of the g factor that we discuss below. The scaling was done by first choosing a
g factor which would place the minimum of the ∆ρxx∆ρgN
at ∆Z∆C
= 0.5 for B⊥ = .822T . We
then scaled all other curves to fit the B⊥ = .822T curve.
Figure 6.4 shows ρQPMR/∆ρgN for gate voltages Vg=0V, -0.5V and -0.8V. A strong
collapse is seen at all gates up to ∆z/∆c ≈ 0.5 with agreement to theory getting stronger at
lower gate voltages. The resulting g scaling factor for different gates is seen in Figure 6.5.
For Vg=0, the g factor has a strong increase with B⊥ at low perpendicular fields and
begins to saturate to 2.55 at B⊥ ≈ 0.8T . With lower gates the overall curve below 0.8T
rises. At Vg = −0.7V we see a maximum in the g factor and by Vg=-0.9V the dependence
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Figure 6.5: (Color online) the QPMR g scaling factor used for all gates is shown. For all
gates the g factor to best fit [1 + cos(2pi∆Z/h¯ωc)]/2 for the B⊥ ≈ 0.822T curves is found.
The other constant B⊥ curves are then scaled to best fit the B⊥ ≈ 0.822T curve.
is inversely proportional to B⊥. While for Vg = 0 to Vg = −0.7V the g factor saturates at g
≈ 2.55, it continuous to decrease for Vg = −0.8V and −0.9V .
6.4 Shubnikov de Haas oscillations
The amplitude, ASdH , of the extracted SdH oscillations are shown in Figure 6.6(a) as a
function of B
B⊥
= 1
cos(α) . Each curve is taken at a constant for B⊥, ranging from
B⊥ = 0.627T to 0.948T . Similar steps as in the previous section are now taken for the
study of SdH. We assume there are no effects in the amplitude other than those of SdH
oscillations. We therefore plot ASdH
Amax
in Figure 6.6(b), where Amax is ASdH at α = 00. Since
these are constant perpendicular field curves, we should have ASdH
Amax
= cos
(
pi∆Z
∆C
)
from
equation 2.37. Again we expect a collapse since this is solely a function of angle, yet the
collapse is not quite strong.
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Figure 6.6: (Color online) For a gate voltage of V g = 0: (a) Dependence of SdH Amplitude on
the ratio of total magnetic filed (B) to perpendicular magnetic filed (B⊥) at fixed B⊥ ranging
from B⊥ = 0.627T to 0.948T . (b) Normalized variations of ASdH shown in (a): ASdH/Amax
vs B/B⊥; (c) Scaling of the normalized variations of ASdH vs ratio of Zeeman and cyclotron
energies, ∆z/∆c = µgB/h¯ωc, with the g-factor used as a scalling factor. The normaliztion
includes the scalling, ASdH/AgMax = (ASdH/AMAX)cos(pigm∗/(2m)), Open symbols present
the normalized Amplitude expected from theory with no fitting parameters.
We again try to fix this with a scaling g factor by plotting ASdH
AgMax
= ASdH
AMax
cos
(
g
pim∗
2m
)
as
a function of ∆Z∆C
= gm
∗
2m
B
B⊥
in Figure 6.6(c). The collapse is quite strong till
∆z/∆c = 0.38, suggesting a change in the g factor with B⊥ in that range . The theoretical
function of cos(pi∆Z/h¯ωc) is plotted as open circles in Figure 6.6(c). Experimental curves
seem to only follow this theroy till ∆z/∆c = 0.26.
Figure 6.7 shows ASdH/AgMax for gate voltages Vg = 0V,−0.5V and −0.8V . For all gate
voltages, the first g factor chosen was for the B⊥ ≈ 0.822T curve to best fit the theory of
cos(pi∆Z/h¯ωc) . Then the theory was ignored and all other constant B⊥ curves were scaled
to best fit the B⊥ ≈ 0.822T curve. A strong collapse is seen at all gates up to ∆z/∆c ≈ 0.4
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Figure 6.7: (Color online) ASdH/AgMax as in Figure6.6 (c) for gate Vg applied to the sample:
(a) Vg=0V, at fixed B⊥ ranging from B⊥ = 0.627T to 0.948T . (b) Vg=-0.5V, at fixed B⊥
ranging from B⊥ = 0.608T to 0.948T . (c) Vg=-0.8V, at fixed B⊥ ranging from B⊥ = 0.755T
to 0.948T .
and deviate from the theory at ∆z/∆c ≈ 0.27.
The resulting g scaling factor for different gates is seen in Figure 6.8. Similarities
between this g factor and the ones shown in Figure 6.5 are the significant change in g
factor for high gates, and low variation of the g factor for lower gates.
6.5 Angular Dependence of g
In Both Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.7, we see that while the scaling between experimental
curves is strong, they all deviate somewhat from the theory represented by open circles.
This leads us to believe the g factor may have an angular dependence. To get a more direct
look at the perpendicular magnetic field and angular dependent g factor, g(B⊥, α) we
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Figure 6.8: (Color online) the g scaling factor used for all gates is shown. For all gates the g
factor to best fit cos(pi∆Z/h¯ωc) for the B⊥ ≈ 0.822T curves were found, and then the other
constant B⊥ curves were scaled to best fit the B⊥ ≈ 0.822T curve.
apply the following functions to ∆ρxx∆ρN
and ASdH
Amax
.
gQPMR = cos−1
[{
1 + cos
(
m∗
m
pig0
)
· ∆ρxx∆ρN − 1
}]/
m∗
m
pi
B
B⊥
(6.2)
gSdH = cos−1
[
cos
(
m∗
2mpig0
)
· ASdH
Amax
]/
m∗
2mpi
B
B⊥
(6.3)
In both cases, g0 is the value of the g factor at α = 00 and is used as a fitting factor. g0
is varied to the point where there is no change for the initial small interval of increasing
B||, since we expect there to be a small region where the strength of the Zeeman energy is
still very small compared to the landau level spacing and no changes have occurred. The
results for gQPMR and gSdH for gates Vg = 0V,−0.5V and −0.7V are seen in figure 6.9,
with different constant perpendicular field curves. Values are shown as a function of
B
B⊥
= 1
cos(α) , to indicate the angular dependence.
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Figure 6.9: (Color online) The extracted g factor using 6.2 for QPMR(dashed lines) and 6.3
for SdH Amplitude(solid lines) is shown for Gate voltages (a) Vg = 0V (b) Vg = −0.5V (c)
Vg = −0.7V . Each plot shows different constant perpendicular field curves, the ranges are
for QPMR: (a) B⊥ = 0.17T − 0.945T (b) and (c) B⊥ = 0.55T − 0.945T and for SdH:(a)
B⊥ = 0.55T − 0.945T (b) and (c) B⊥ = 0.78T − 0.945T .
Figure 6.9 shows that there is a general decrease of g with B
B⊥
, the behavior is shown to
be roughly linear in B
B⊥
. The difference in curves follows the same behavior seen from the
scaling g factor discussed above in 6.3 and 6.4. Strong variation with respect to B⊥ is seen
for high gate voltages, and low variation for lower gates.
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6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, suppression of both QPMR and SdH is shown. The behavior of this
suppression with respect to changing angle follows the dependence presented in our earlier
discussion,2.5.4, if one allows for an effective g factor with a dependence on both
perpendicular field and angle between the magnetic field and the normal to the 2-DEG.
The perpendicular field dependence of g shows strong variation for both SdH amplitude
and QPMR in the case of high gate voltages. Little to no variation is seen for lower gate
voltages. Lastly, the g factor was shown to decrease linearly with B
B⊥
, revealing a decrease
of g with angle α.
Chapter 7
Quantum Scattering Rate in a Three
Sub-band Systems
Two-dimensional electron systems with multiple populated subbands exhibit a different
kind of quantum magnetoresistance oscillations than those presented in section 2.5.3.
These magneto-inter-subband oscillations (MISO) of the resistance are due to the
alignment between Landau levels from different subbands i and j with corresponding
energies Ei and Ej arsing from the behaviour of electorns with repsect to the quantum well
in our samples [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. Resistance maxima occur at magnetic fields
at which the gap between the bottoms of subbands, ∆ij = Ei −Ej, equals a multiple of the
Landau level spacing, h¯ωc: ∆ij = l · h¯ωc, where l is an integer [52, 53, 54, 55]. At this
condition electron scattering on rigid impurities is enhanced due to the possibility of
electron transitions between ith and jth subbands. At magnetic fields corresponding to the
condition ∆ij = (l + 1/2) · h¯ωc the intersubband electron transitions are suppressed. As a
result, the resistance oscillates periodically in inverse magnetic field due to the modulation
of the electron scattering. In contrast to SdH oscillations MIS oscillations are resilient to
the total number of the quantum states responsible for the electron transport (states inside
the kT interval near the Fermi level, EF ) and, thus, are significantly less sensitive to the
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temperature. The MISO are observed at high temperatures, kT  h¯ωc at which SdH
oscillations (and QHE) are absent. The temperature dependence of the MISO amplitude is
due to the temperature broadening of Landau levels or, in other words, due to the
temperature dependence of the quantum scattering time τq(T ).
A theoretical analysis yields the following expression for the amplitude of MISO due to
the scattering between the ith and jth subbands [54, 55]:
∆ρ(i,j)MISO =
2m · νij
e2(ni + nj)
· cos
(
2pi∆ij
h¯ωc
)
× exp
[−pi
ωc
(
1/τ (i)q + 1/τ (j)q
)]
, (7.1)
where ni and m are the electron density and the effective mass in the ith subband and νij is
an effective intersubband scattering rate[55]. This expression has recently been used in
systems with two populated subbands to extract the total scattering rate
1/τq = 1/τ (1)q + 1/τ (2)q [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. However, fitting the amplitude of MISO to
this function cannot give the scattering rate of each subband separately unless additional
relations are used. In particular for two subbands with nearly equal electron population
n1 ≈ n2, theory suggests that the rates are approximately equal: 1/τ (1)q ≈ 1/τ (2)q
[55, 46, 47, 48, 49]. In this paper we show that the quantum electron lifetimes in nearly
equally populated subbands are, indeed, very close to each other.
For three populated subbands there are three different MISOs corresponding to the
scattering between different subbands. In accordance with Eq.(7.1) there are three
relations for the products of Dingle factors di = exp(−pi/ωcτ (i)q ) allowing separation of the
electron quantum lifetime τ iq for each subband.
Recently MISO have been studied in GaAs quantum wells with three populated
subbands at high temperatures, at which the third subband is thermally populated [56].
The thermal population of a subband makes the quantitative study of the temperature
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dependence of the quantum scattering time in this subband to be quite challenging. The
direct evaluation of the scattering rate based on Eq.(7.1) was obscured by the strong
exponential increase of the third subband population. The Authors have developed a
theory, predicting the temperature variations of the scattering rate to be ∼ T in the third
subband and have demonstrated that the observed temperature dependence of the
amplitude of MISO is in fair agreement with the theoretical prediction. However the
presented variations of the MISO amplitude (blue and red symbols in Fig.3[56]) are also
compatible with the T 2 temperature variation of the quantum scattering rate in the third
subband at high temperatures making the obtained results to be inconclusive.
In this chapter, we present the study of GaAs single quantum wells when three
subbands are populated at low temperatures with the relation E1 ≈ E2 << E3 < EF
between the bottom energies of the subbands. The electron densities in the lower two
subbands are, thus, approximately equal and are substantially larger than the one in the
highest subband. Our samples demonstrate strong MISO in a wide range of temperatures
yielding the quantum scattering rate regardless of the temperature variations of the rate.
The analysis of MISOs indicates that the quantum scattering times obey the following
relation τ (1)q (T ) ≈ τ (2)q (T) and demonstrates different temperature dependencies for the
lower [δ(1/τ (1,2)q ) ∼ T 2] and the upper [δ(1/τ (3)q ) ∼ T ] subbands.
7.1 Experimental Setup
For this study, the heterostructure of the GaAs sample was designed to create three
populated subbands with energies at the bottoms of the subbands E1, E2, and E3 such
that E1 ≈ E2 << E3. The subband energies are schematically shown in the insert to
Figure 7.1. Six samples have been studied demonstrating similar temperature dependencies
for lower and upper subbands. This chapter presents data for three samples A , B and C.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Magnetoresitivity of samples A , B and C at different temperatures as labeled.
The inset shows the energy diagram of the quantum well with three occupied subbands, where
E1, E2, and E3 designate the energy of the bottom of each subband and EF designates the
Fermi energy. (b) Magnetoresitivity of samples A at different temperatures. SdH oscillations
are developed at T=4K in magnetic fields above 0.6 T. Insert presents comparison of the
amplitude of quantum oscillations at small (B =0.12 T) and high magnetic fields with the
amplitude of SdH oscillations at different temperatures expected from theory 2.32.
7.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 7.1a presents the longitudinal resistivity, ρxx(B), of samples A, B and C. In
accordance with Eq.(7.1) the frequency of MIS oscillations in the inverse magnetic field is
proportional to the intersubband energy gap (fij ∝ ∆ij = Ei − Ej). This three subband
system should therefore have MISOs at three different frequencies, corresponding to
resonant scattering between the three subbands. MISOs associated with scattering between
the lowest two subbands will have a low frequency (LF-MISO), f21 ∝ E2 − E1, since the
energy spacing ∆21 is very small (E1 ≈ E2). The two sets of MISOs associated with
scattering between the upper band and each of the lower bands will have much higher
frequencies (HF-MISO) that are approximately equal since ∆31 ≈ ∆32  ∆21. Due to the
small difference between energy E1 and E2 the interference between these two sets
produces a beating pattern between two frequencies f31 and f32 with a small beating
frequency fbeat ∝ (E2 − E1)/2 f3i and a high inner frequency favg ∝ (2E3 − E2 − E1)/2.
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The presence of resistance oscillations with both the low (f21) and high (f31, f32)
frequencies is shown in Figure 7.1a.
Figure 7.1b presents the longitudinal resistivity, ρxx(B), in a broader range of magnetic
fields at different temperatures as labeled. At temperature T = 4 K and magnetic fields
above 0.6 T a significant increase of the amplitude of quantum oscillations is observed. At
these conditions the cyclotron energy exceeds the broadening of the electron distribution
(∼ kT ) and the contribution of Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillations to the oscillating
content of the magnetoresistance dominates. The SdH oscillations have strong temperature
and magnetic field dependencies and are absent at small magnetic fields and/or high
temperatures. The insert to Fig.7.1b presents the expected amplitude of SdH oscillations
obtained from theoretical prediction of equation 2.32.
Experimental values of the amplitude of quantum oscillations are depicted in the insert
as symbols and show good agreement with this expression at high magnetic fields.
However, the amplitude of observed oscillations at small magnetic fields (B=0.12T,
B=0.18T) is more than 6 orders of magnitude larger than the expected amplitude of SdH
oscillations. This observation clearly indicates that contribution of the SdH oscillations in
the oscillating content of the magnetoresistance is negligibly small at weak magnetic fields.
The SdH contribution is neglected in the comparison of the quantum oscillations observed
at B <0.3 T with the existing theory of MISO.
Due to a precise relation between different frequencies the beating frequency is twice
less the frequency of MISO corresponding to the two lower subbands: fbeat = f21/2. This is
indeed seen in Figure 7.2. Figure 7.2 presents the magnetoresistivity for two temperatures
as labeled. The magnetoresistivity demonstrates oscillations at several frequencies. The
figure shows the expected exact relation between the low frequency oscillations (LF-MISO)
and the beating between two high frequency (HF) MISOs. Namely the maximal amplitude
of the HF-MISO is achieved at the maxima of LF-MISO while the minimal amplitude of
HF-MISO (node) corresponds to the minima of LF-MISO. An accurate analysis of the
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Figure 7.2: (Color online) Magnetoresistivity at two temperatures as labeled (blue and red
curves). Black curves present the results of FFT filtering. The inset shows one period of
slow oscillations for the T=2K data, which matches with the beating period of the fast
oscillations. Sample A.
positions of HF-MISO indicates a phase shift by pi between the HF-MISO maxima located
at different sides of a beating node. It confirms the relation, fbeat = f21/2, expected
between the frequency of the LF-MISO and the beating frequency.
The significant frequency difference between the low and high frequency contents
facilitate the separation of HF and LF MISOs by an application of frequency filtering. In
Figure 7.2 black thick curves represent results of a fast Fourier transform (FFT) filtering
that has been applied to ρxx(1/B) yielding the slow oscillations. The inset shows one
period of the FFT filtered low frequency content, which corresponds to LF-MISO with
frequency f21. Fast oscillations clearly demonstrate a beat pattern which shares nodes with
the minima of the slow oscillation. A subtraction of the slowly varying component from the
original data yields the fast oscillations. Figure 7.3 presents the separated components of
the magnetoresistance oscillations corresponding to low (Figure 7.3a) and high (Figure
7.3b-7.3h) frequencies at different temperatures.
A comparison of the curves obtained at different temperatures shows that the amplitude
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Figure 7.3: Shown above are the low (a) and high frequency (b-h) components of the
magnetoresistivity separated by FFT filtering. (a) The slowly varying magnetoresistivity,
ρslow(1/B), contains the background magnetoresistivity and contributions from intersubband
scattering between the lower two subbands. (b-h) Fast oscillations in the magnetoresistivity,
∆ρ13 + ∆ρ23, come from intersubband scattering between the upper subband and the two
lower subbands. Sample A.
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Figure 7.4: (Color online) Shown above are examples of fitting the low (a) and high (b)
frequency MIS oscillations with the equations shown. Red curves depict the fitting while
black curves and open circles represent experimental data from Sample A at T = 2K. Ob-
tained fitting parameters are for (a) LF-MISO: A=1.038 (Ohm), λ=-0.196 (T), ω=1.929 (T),
φ=1.26 (rad) ; (b) HF-MISO: A=0.67 (Ohm), λ=-0.327 (T), ω1=0.968 (T), φ1=0.66 (rad),
ω2=55.31 (T), φ2=3.06 (rad).
of both HF- and LF-MISOs is decreases considerably at higher temperatures. This is
mostly due to the decrease of the electron quantum lifetime τ (i)q (T ) at high temperatures.
The observed evolution of MISO with the temperature allows for the study of the
temperature dependence of the τ (i)q (T ) in different subbands.
Figure 7.4 shows the results of fitting the LF- and HF-MISO data to Eq. (7.1). The
fitting functions used for each type of oscillations are shown in each figure respectively.
Figure 7.4(a) shows the comparison of LF-MISO corresponding to the scattering between
two lower subbands (1,2) with the theory. The LF-MISO (∆ρ12) were obtained by
subtracting a monotonic background of the magnetoresistance ρslow shown in the insert to
the figure. The background magnetoresistance has been removed by subtracting an average
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of the MISO envelope shown in the inset. The envelope was obtained by cubic spline
between minima and maxima of the experimental data. Fitting the LF-MISO data uses an
expression corresponding to Eq. (7.1) for ∆ρ12, while the shown in Fig. 7.4(b) fit of
HF-MISO data uses an expression corresponding to sum of two MISOs, ∆ρ13 + ∆ρ23,
describing scattering from lower subbands (1,2) and the third subband. The theoretical
expressions are valid at small magnetic fields, at which the product of Dingle factors didj is
small [55]. In practice an exponentially growing with reciprocal magnetic field, 1/B,
oscillating part of the magnetoresistance is used to extract the quantum scattering time
keeping the fitting function inside the range of small magnetic fields.
The HF-MISO fitting function (product of two cosines) follows from assumptions that
(a) the scattering rate between first and third subbands is identical to the scattering rate
between second and third subbands and (b) the quantum scattering rates in lower
subbands are identical. The almost perfect agreement between the fitting function and the
experiment indicates the validity of these assumptions which have been used for the
interpretation of previous experiments [46, 49, 56].
The exponential decay parameter, λ, is used to extract the quantum scattering rates
and the frequencies ωi are used to measure the intersubband energy separations ∆ij.
Frequencies extracted from the fitting, fbeat = ω1/2pi = f21/2 = (m/h¯e)(∆31 −∆32)/2 =
0.154T and favg = ω2/2pi = (m/h¯e)(∆31 + ∆32)/2 = 8.803T, confirm that the gap between
the lower two subbands, ∆21 = 0.53 meV, is much less than the one between the uppermost
and the lowest subbands, ∆31 =15.48meV. Additionally, f21 extracted from the LF-MISOs
was consistent with those extracted from the beating of HF-MISOs. These subband gaps
and the total electron density, nT , give a Fermi energy, EF =15.58meV, just above the
third subband. Here, energies are referenced from the bottom of the lowest subband, E1.
Since E3 is very close to EF the frequencies of Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillations from
the two lowest subbands ωSdH(1,2) ∼ (EF − E1,2) are very close to the corresponding
frequencies of HF-MISO. This is indeed found in our samples. Furthermore the phase of
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Figure 7.5: (a) Temperature dependence of quantum scattering rate in the lower two sub-
bands, 1/τ (1,2)q ∼ T 2 indicates that the electron-electron scattering is the main source limiting
the electron lifetime at high temperatures; (b) the quantum scattering rate in third subband
1/τ (3)q , demonstrates a linear dependence on the temperature, which is compatible with
theory of electron-electron scattering in sparsely populated bands.[56]
SdH oscillations demonstrates a shift by 180 degree with respect to HF-MISO similar to
what has been seen earlier in two subband systems [57].
In accordance with Eq.(7.1) the exponential decay parameter, λ, gives the total
quantum scattering rate. The deep nodes observed for HF-MISO indicate that the
quantum scattering rates in lower subbands are nearly identical: τ (1)q ≈ τ (2)q . Thus, the
argument in the exponent of Eq. (7.1) describing LF-MISO becomes 2pi/ωcτ (1,2)q and the
exact quantum scattering rate 1/τ (1,2)q can be obtained through fitting. These results are
shown in Figure 7.5(a) for different samples as labeled.
Figure 7.5(b) shows the scattering rate, 1/τ (3)q in third subband obtained from fitting of
the HF-MISO. For these oscillations, the total scattering rate, obtained from fitting,
contains the quantum scattering rate of the lower two subbands as well as that of the third
subband. Figure 7.5(b) shows the result of the subtraction of the quantum scattering rate
of the lower two bands, 1/τ (1,2)q from the total rate yielding the quantum scattering rate of
electrons in the third subband, 1/τ (3)q .
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Shown in Figure 7.5(a) the temperature variations of the quantum scattering rate,
1/τ (1,2)q are proportional to T2 indicating that electron-electron scattering is the dominant
mechanism limiting the electron lifetime in the lower two subbands at high temperature.
This result is in a good agreement with previous studies of highly populated
subbands[46, 49, 5]. The upper subband demonstrates a different temperature dependence
of the quantum scattering rate as shown in Figure 7.5(b). Despite a comparable variation
of the scattering rate in different subbands in the studied temperature range, the variation
of the rate in third subband is more compatible with a linear temperature dependence:
δ(1/τ (3)q ) ∼ T . The linear dependence is in agreement with theoretical estimations of the
strength of e− e scattering in subbands with a low electron population[56].
While in all studied samples the magnetoresitance is found to be similar at small
magnetic fields, a complex behavior of the magnetoresistance is observed at high magnetic
fields corresponding to the condition ∆12 ≈ h¯ωc. The behavior of the magnetoresistance is
found to be considerably different in different samples. The effect is clearly seen in Figure
7.1. While Sample B shows all peaks corresponding to LF-MISO: ∆12 = k · h¯ωc, sample A
does not indicate any considerable enhancement of the scattering between two lowest
subbands at k=1. The effect is accompanied by a significant reduction of the HF-MISO
amplitude in the corresponding magnetic field range. Recent results from a study of MISO
in tilted magnetic fields [68] indicate that the ambiguity in the MISO amplitude at k = 1
is, most likely, related to a small misalignment between the direction of the magnetic field
and the normal to 2D sample in different measurements.
7.3 Conclusion
Magneto-inter-subband oscillations of longitudinal resistance has been studied in wide
quantum wells with three subbands populated at different temperature. MISO with three
different periods in reciprocal magnetic field are observed and indicate that the energy
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separation between the bottoms of lower subbands ∆12 = E2 −E1 is much smaller than the
separation between the lower (1,2) and topmost (3) subbands:∆13,∆23. Analysis of the
magnitude of different MISOs indicates that the intersubband scattering rate between the
lower and topmost subbands (ν13 and ν23) and the quantum electron lifetimes in the lower
subbands (τ (1)q and τ (2)q ) are nearly the same. The temperature dependence of the quantum
scattering rate is found to be proportional to square of the temperature in lower subbands.
The temperature dependence in the significantly less populated upper subband is more
compatible with the linear temperature dependence. The obtained temperature
dependencies are in accord with existing theory indicating e− e scattering as the dominant
mechanism limiting the electron lifetime.
The results presented in this chapter have been published in Physical Review B[69].
Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis has focused on the study of electron transport of 2-D electron gas systems in
relation to both fundamental properties of a system such as types of disorder and dominate
scattering mechanisms, as well as unique magnetoresistance effects that occur in those
systems. One of the main challenges present in such studies is to isolate the different effects
present in the total MR. We met this challenge by using analytically and experimentally
based tools to isolate effects. An example of an analytically based tool is the use of FFT
smoothing to isolate background MR from SdH oscillations, or to isolate low frequency
MISO from high frequency MISO. An example of an experimental based tool is the tilting
of a sample with respect to magnetic field to destroy the quantized DOS and isolate the
quasi classical MR.
In chapter 4 we studied isolated QPMR to examine the behavior of τ−1q with respect to
temperature, density and gate voltage. Along with a similar study on the easily obtained
τ−1tr , this lead to an informative picture of the disorder and dominate scattering
mechanisms in the GaAs sample studied. The presence of both a long and short range
disorder was detected. The long range disorder was shown to be related to the reduction of
screening electrons due to the applied gate voltage. Temperature dependencies showed e-e
scattering enhancing long range disorder, and e-phonon scattering enhancing τ−1tr . Gaining
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insight into such properties of the sample can be crucial to a proper understanding of the
physical effects that occur in a system, as is evident from theoretical models in chapter 5
that were built on the findings of both a long and short range disorder shown in chapter 4.
Taking the other side of the coin, we studied the isolated classical MR in chapter 5. The
result is a negative MR that behaves as ∆ρ/ρ0 = A ·Bη⊥ where η ≈ 1.5± 0.1 and
A(T ) = [κ(τq) + β(τq)T 2]−1. A theory based on memory effects is presented to explain the
η = 1.5 power dependence. The quadratic dependence of A on temperature suggest a
dependence on e-e scattering for memory effects. A memory breaking time τm is assumed
to control the classical NMR and takes the form: 1/τm = 1/τst + 1/τ ∗ee, where τst is memory
breaking time due to static disorder and τ ∗ee is the memory breaking time due to
electron-electron scattering. τ ∗ee shows a critical dependence on static disorder suggesting a
strong increase of the effect of e-e scattering on memory effects with static disorder. In a
broad range of the disorder 1/τst ∼ τ−1/2q . This finding suggests that the anomalous NMR
should be significantly enhanced in systems with a long quantum lifetime.
A more detailed study on the suppression of effects resulting from a quantized DOS was
shown in chapter 6. The behavior of this suppression with respect to changing angle follows
the dependence presented in our earlier discussion, 2.5.4, if one allows for an effective g
factor with a dependence on both perpendicular field and angle α. The perpendicular field
dependence of g shows strong variation for both SdH amplitude and QPMR in the case of
high gate voltages, and little to no variation is seen for lower gate voltages. Lastly, the g
factor was shown to decrease linearly with B
B⊥
, revealing a decrease of g with angle α.
In chapter 7 the effect of MISO was studied in several samples with multi-populated
subbands. The samples were constructed to produce energy separation between the
bottoms of lower subbands ∆12 = E2 − E1 to be much smaller than the separation between
the lower (1,2) and topmost (3) subbands: ∆13,∆23. Analysis of the magnitude of different
MISOs indicates that the intersubband scattering rate between the lower and topmost
subbands (ν13 and ν23) and the quantum electron lifetimes in the lower subbands (τ (1)q and
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τ (2)q ) are nearly the same. The temperature dependence of the quantum scattering rate is
found to be proportional to square of the temperature in lower subbands. The temperature
dependence in the significantly less populated upper subband is more compatible with the
linear temperature dependence. The obtained temperature dependencies are in accord with
existing theory indicating e− e scattering as the dominant mechanism limiting the electron
lifetime.
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